Trends in volunteerism

Short-term orHEpisodic" Commitments
Most new volunteers today seek assignments with a clear beqinning, middle and end. One-time-only volunteering opportunities continue to expand. The good news in all this is that after people have gotten their feet wet in a successful volunteer effort, they often turn around and ask what they can do next. Volunteer program managers should start thinking ot'rerentlon'tn terms of an ongoing sequence of short-term assignments.
Singles as a Target Audience
Connected to the popularity of one-day volunteer projects, there's a new awareness of an old fact: people who volunteer make friends with other volunteers who share their interests. In a world in which young people delay marriage and in which divorce hits half the couples in the U.S., it isn't surprising that volunteering is being adopted as part of the singles scene. An increasing number of programs are targeting single volunteers. either as their only participants or for specially-designated work shifts.
Welfare Reform
This is an issue with inconsistent effect on volunteer programs because each state handles it differently--as do a number of other countries around the world. As public assistance rolls are decreased by requiring able-bodied men and women to get a job or go to school, the question of where volunteering fits into the picture is raised. In many states, volunteering is a legallyapproved alternative to a paying job or training, allowing someone to keep welfare benefits if s/he logs a certain number of community service hours which are viewed as benefiting the public.However, in some states, the opposite reasoning applies: if someone is volunteering, then they can't be seriously looking for a paying job, so community service is disallowed. spent a median of 52 hours on volunteer activities during the period from September 2006 to September 2007; multiplied by the estimated dollar value of a volunteer hour, currently $17.55 showcases the tremendous financial impact volunteers have on the fabric of die U.S society.
People in the age bracket 35-44 (30.5%) were found to bc the most likely to offer time and expertise in order to serve various social causes, among them the enhancement of various leisure services for sport and recreation agencies. They were closely followed by the 45-54 (30.1%) and the 55-64 (28.4%) year old age groups. The volunteer rate for teens showed the largest decline in 2007; as the report indicates the volunteer rate for females between16-19 years old declined from 28.8 to 26.6%, and the rate for males of that age group declined from 24.1 to 22.5%. Women in general volunteered at a higher rate than men across all major categories like age, educational level, etc.
The survey also reports that almost 45 % of volunteers were involved after being asked by someone in the organization, while 40 % were involved on their own initiative. The profllc of the typical sport volunteer who offers services in sport and leisurewww.stma.org
Internet-based Distance Learning
The number and quality of Web sites, listservs and newsgroups offering resources for volunteer program leaders continue to grow. Several exciting uses of this electronic medium, including complete books are available at no charge online, increasing the use of audio, and the introduction of "streaming video" for distance learning options. Complete online courses in volunteer management are also available -with some institutions even giving academic credit -so now the challenge is to see how volunteer program managers can adapt the technology to train and update active volunteers.
Family Volunteering
While receiving much lip service over the years, most agencies have not yet found meaningful ways to put family units to work as volunteers. Interest in this idea is increasing as evidenced by new guidebooks, training materials, and conference presentations. To make the idea work, they have to recognize the many variations that the word "family" covers today. Intact nuclear families today are in the minority. However, volunteer programs can tap into grandparents raising grandchildren, divorced parents, and homes with adults who are each other's "significant other."
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FACILITY & OPERATIONS
Recommendations
To reduce the consequences of the demotivation factors, management professionals in sport and recreation agencies need to In addition to the actions management professionals need to undertake in order to keep their volunteers motivated and involved, they should also deal with the following issues:
Address risk management issues in volunteer selection and recruitment. Too often non-profit organizations embrace volunteers and ail to take all necessary precautions for screening those volunteers. Applicable state and federal regulations pertaining to volunteer screening and selection should be investigated.
Address legal issues and risk factors in volunteer management.
Volunteers can present great liability risks to sport and recreation agencies. These risks can come both from liability to the volunteers for incidents that may occur while they are volunteering or to a third party for an accident caused by a volunteer while they are vclunteering.lt is the management's responsibility to devise strategies for either minimizing or eliminating these risks. L,"k ill') l'H'lll\l F." (-'-'4)749-7'111 E-mo", ",,,@f,,ll,,.,,,,, Wd"II", "'m>~"'"S ,..,
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